New Products Release
02/13/2017

ProSlot LLC.
Attention:
Racers & Track Owners
During these tough economic times, everybody needs to get the
most bang for his or her buck. We at ProSlot understand this
and are proud to introduce our new line of economic
FK Poly-Neo based motors and parts.
Introducing:

The
“FK 12 & FK 19 series”
"Motors & Parts"
These were designed around our world leading Euro can and
Endbell. The magnets are high grade radial oriented Poly-Neo
that matches the shape and thickness of our standard Euro
ceramic magnet. These magnets were designed by and
manufactured specifically for ProSlot. This means that ALL of
our 4000 series Euro armatures will fit with no changes. This is
the most powerful Poly-Neo Euro setup currently available.
The setups average gauss reading is “1030 at the tips” putting
them on par with our High grade "Purple Dot" ceramic
setups. What this means is unbelievable torque in a small
package.
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ProSlot LLC.

PS-4012-FK

ProSlot Euro 12 Poly-Neo FK motor

This motor uses the PS-4027 “Poly-Neo” setup with our PS-4012 Euro X-12 armature
installed and includes Goldust brushes. Built for the new wave of “PRO” class FK racing.

$49.95
PS-4027

ProSlot FK Poly-Neo Set-up

These were designed around our world leading Euro can and Endbell. The magnets are
high grade radial oriented Poly-Neo that matches the shape and thickness of our standard
Euro ceramic magnet. They were designed by and manufactured for ProSlot and they
come standard with the PS-4011 modified endbell. This means that ALL of our 4000
series Euro armatures will fit with no changes. This is the most powerful Poly-Neo Euro
setup currently made. The setups average gauss reading is “1030 at the tips” putting them
on par with our High grade "Purple Dot" ceramic setups. What this means is unbelievable
torque in a small package.

$13.95
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PS-4028-FK

ProSlot Euro FK19 Poly-Neo motor

This motor uses the PS-4027 “Poly-Neo” setup with our PS-4029 FK19 armature
installed and includes Goldust brushes. Built for the new class FK drag racing.

$61.95
PS-4029

ProSlot FK19 armature

A .513

diameter, G20, CNC machine wound armature on our race proven M2 .350 stack
blank. This armature is specially made to fit the PS-4027 “Poly-Neo” setup and retro fit
Hawk 19 motors. It comes with 38 degrees timing and is precision balanced.

(requires modified endbell PS-4011 for comm clearance)

$42.95
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ProSlot LLC.
New Catalog Updates
As of March 1, 2017
The following part numbers will be
packaged 6 pieces per card instead of
singly.
PS-610 Super Light Front Wheels - 6 per card $11.50
PS-670 Polymer Gears 64 Pitch - The tooth
friction. Will never spin on the hub. 35- red,
violet, 40T-green - 6 per card $20.40
PS-680 Polymer Gears 64 Pitch - The tooth
friction. Will never spin on the hub. 35- red,
violet, 40T-green - 6 per card $20.40

shape was computer designed for less
36T-yellow, 37T-silver, 38T-blue, 39Tshape was computer designed for less
36T-yellow, 37T-silver, 38T-blue, 39T-

PS-672 Polymer Gears 48 Pitch - Same as PS-670 except 48 pitch. 26T-pink 27T-white,
28T-yellow, 29T-violet, 30T-green, 31T-blue, 32T-brown - 6 per card $20.40
PS-682 Polymer Gears 48 Pitch - Same as PS-670 except 48 pitch. 26T-pink 27T-white,
28T-yellow, 29T-violet, 30T-green, 31T-blue, 32T-brown - 6 per card $20.40
PS-674 Polymer Gears 72 Pitch 40-green, 41-yellow, 42-pink, 43-black, 44-brown - 6 per
card $36.00
PS-684 Polymer Gears 72 Pitch 40-green, 41-yellow, 42-pink, 43-black, 44-brown - 6 per
card $36.00
PS-676 Polymer Gears 72 Pitch 15* angle, 42-pink, 43-black, 44-brown - 6 per card
$36.00
PS-686 Polymer Gears 72 Pitch 15* angle, 42-pink, 43-black, 44-brown - 6 per card
$36.00

Please update your catalogs
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